JUNIOR INDIVIDUAL EXHIBIT
1st – Elisabeth Forrester – Desi Arnaz Leads the Way
2nd – Hannah Barker – Louisa may Alcott: The Untold History of the Great American Author

JUNIOR INDIVIDUAL MEDIA
HM – Anna Hager – Breaking Barriers in Space & Earth: Charlie Bolden & His Journey
HM – Grant Best – Christmas Truce of 1914

SENIOR INDIVIDUAL EXHIBIT
1st – Lola Gehman – Breaking Barriers at the Bar: Ida Kast – Cumberland County’s First Female Attorney
2nd – Calyn Clements – Fred Rogers: Changing the world Through Its Children
3rd – Olivia Renault – Janet Guthrie: Racing Past Gender Barriers
3rd – Sophia Corona – From Overwhelming Disease to Overcoming Discrimination
HM – Angel Cramer – Scaling the Mountain
HM – Colby Williams – Braille Breaking Barriers for the Blind

SENIOR GROUP EXHIBIT
1st – Carter Gallahue & Meg Ulrich – William Hogarth: Father of the Political Cartoon
2nd – Renee Blacksmith & Maya Clements – Marcia Dale Weary: Breaking Barriers and Raising the Barre
3rd – Maya Neiberg, Kathleen O’Neill, Bryn Lafferty & Lulu Herman – The Last to Fall: Carlisle Area
   School District Breaking the Barrier to Segregate Schools
HM – Alex Thumma, Olivia Doty, Sydney Kent, Olivia Grippin, & Coleman Miller – Nancy Wake: A
   French Female Spy Who Defied the Odds
HM – Kristina Kaufman & Caitlin Fay – The Trial of Ratko Mladic: Breaking a Mental Barrier for
   Survivors of the Bosnian War
HM – Kirsten Weirich & Morgan Pontious – Clifford Beers: How the Mental Hygiene Reform of 1908
   Broke Mental Barriers

SENIOR INDIVIDUAL WEBSITE
1st – Caroline Shatzer – The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: The Beginnings of Modern
   International Law
2nd – Madison Ellis – Woman’s Medical College of Pennsylvania: A New Era for Women in Medicine

SENIOR GROUP WEBSITE
1st – Egan Noel, Ben Madio & Drew Eppley – Texas Western: The First Black Lineup to Win the NCAA
   Championship
2nd – Elsa Hritz & Malia McClanahan – Not “Weary” of Breaking Boundaries
3rd – Jack Smith & Nick Stiltner – Women at Boeing: Breaking Barriers on the Homefront

SENIOR INDIVIDUAL MEDIA
1st – Max Haseman – The Fighting Mouse: Disney Propaganda in World War II
2nd – Joshua Meert – Project Athena
3rd – Emma Morris – Oveta Culp Hobby: The Unsung Hero of Modern Female Soldiers
HM – Salvatore Salomone – Sideny Poitier: Breaking Film Berreirs
SENIOR GROUP MEDIA
1st – Kathryn Miller & Kailyn Rowland – Women at West Point: Breaking Barriers of the Long Gray Line

SENIOR HISTORICAL PAPER
1st – Ellen Rintala – Bronte’s Breaking Barriers
2nd – Braylei Schroeder – Hip Hop: The Key to Breaking Barriers in the Past, Present, & Future
HM – Carlin Diehl – Andrew Dickson White: Breaking the Social Barrier Between Science & Religion

SENIOR INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE
1st – Lorraine Durbin – Star Trek: Breaking Barriers in Space & the Small Screen
2nd – Anna Crawford – John Laurens: Unsung Hero and Revolutionary
3rd – Rachel Martin – From Cradle to Coffin: Breaking Cultural Barriers Through Victorian Death

SENIOR GROUP PERFORMANCE
1st – Cheney Thompson & Dominic Gearhart – Sandra Day O’Connor: A Landmark Case
2nd – Riley Mercado & Roma Cervino – Solomon Carvalho: Jewish-American Figure